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In this paper we show the existence of generalized solutions, in the sense of
Colombeau, to a Cauchy problem for a nonconservative system of hyperbolic
equations, which has applications in elastodynamics. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the study of a Cauchy problem for a strictly
hyperbolic, nonconservative system of equations, namely,
­ u ­ u ­s
q u y s 0,
­ t ­ x ­ x
­s ­s ­ u
2q u y k s 0, 0.1 .
­ t ­ x ­ x
in x g R2, t ) 0, with initial conditions
u x , 0 s u x , s x , 0 s s x . 0.2 .  .  .  .  .0 0
 .The system 0.1 is a simplified model, which comes for applications in
elastodynamics, where u is the velocity, s is the stress, and k ) 0, is the
w xspeed of propagation of the elastic waves. The details can be found in 2
and the references given there.
It is well known that global smooth solutions do not exist for the
 .  .problem 0.1 and 0.2 , even when the initial data are smooth; discontinu-
ities in u and s appear in finite time. When u and s are discontinuous
 .the product us , which appear in the second equation of the system 0.1 ,x
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does not make sense in the standard theory of distributions. To overcome
w xsuch difficulties, Colombeau 3 introduced a new notion of generalized
w xfunctions. In recent works 1, 2, 4]9, 11, 12, 14 and many other references
w x w xin 4 and 12 , it is recognized by many authors that the algebra of
generalized functions of Colombeau is a convenient setup to seek global
solutions, where such difficulties arise. Further this approach takes into
 .account the microscopic structure of the shocks discontinuities of the
w x  .solution. Cauret et al. 2 studied the system 0.1 numerically, proved the
convergence of the scheme, and constructed generalized functions from
 .the numerical scheme which are solutions of 0.1 . Moreover it was shown
that when one seeks travelling wave solutions,
u x , t s u y u H x y ct q u , .  .  .r l l
s x , t s s y s K x y ct q s , .  .  .r l l
where H and K are two Heaviside generalized functions and u , u , s , s ,l r l r
 .and c are constants, the system 0.1 admits an infinite number of jump
conditions for the shock, depending upon the microscopic shapes of the
jumps in H and K. In this connection we also mention the work of
w x w xNoussair 11 , who used the Godunov scheme, and the work of Berger 1 ,
who used a nonconservative Lax]Friedrichs scheme to study the system.
w x w xMore recently, Colombeau 7 and Prignet 14 did numerical tests of the
system
­ u ­ u ­s ­ 2 u
q u y s e ,1 2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
­s ­s ­ u ­ 2s
2q u y k s e , 0.3 .2 2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
 e1, e 2 e1, e 2 .with special initial data and studied its solutions u , s , when
e , e ª 0, with l s e re fixed. In their work computations were done1 2 1 2
 .for various small values of e and e , keeping the ratio l fixed. These1 2
calculations were repeated for different values of l, namely, l s
60, 4, 1, 1r4, 1r60 and they arrived at the conclusion that the limit of
 e1, e 2 e2 , e 2 .u , s as e , e ª 0, keeping l s e re fixed, depends on l and1 2 1 2
is a solution of the system
­ u ­ u ­s
q u y f 0,
­ t ­ x ­ x
­s ­s ­ u
2q u y k f 0, 0.4 .
­ t ­ x ­ x
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in the algebra of generalized functions of Colombeau. When l s 1, i.e.,
 .when e s e s e , this corresponds to the case where u, s s1 2
 e e .u , s has the same microscopic shape for the discontinuity. The0 - e -1
cases l ª 0 and l ª ` corresponds to the extreme cases in which s is
replaced by f in the first and second equations, respectively, of the
 .system 0.1 . Here s means equality as elements of the algebra of
generalized functions and f means association in the sense of Colombeau.
 .In this article we consider the case e s e s e , in 0.3 with initial1 2
 .conditions 0.2 and using standard arguments, show that for each fixed
`  e e .  .  .e ) 0, there exists a unique C global solution u , ¨ if u x and ¨ x0 0
 1.are in S R , the space of Schwartz class functions. Later the a priori
 .  . 2 1.  1.estimates show that if u x and ¨ x are in H R l BV R then0 0
there exist C 2 solutions. The main contributions in this article are the
 .  e e .estimate 2.3 on the higher derivatives of u , ¨ in sup norm and an
 .existence result, Theorem 3.1, for global generalized solution of 0.1 and
 .  1.0.2 , for rather arbitrary u and ¨ in G R .0 0
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 1, we briefly
review the definition of the algebra of generalized functions and the
notion of equality and association. In Section 2 we show the existence of a
global smooth solution for the viscous system and get estimates on higher
derivatives of the solution. Finally in Section 3 we construct a generalized
 .  .solution of 0.1 and 0.2 .
1. THE ALGEBRA OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS
OF COLOMBEAU
In this section we quickly recall the definition of the algebra of general-
 . 4ized functions in V s x, t : y` - x - `, 0 - t - T , for T ) 0, de-T
 .noted by G V . We take the point of view of Colombeau and Ober-T
w x  e .guggenberger 5 . Let u s u be an element of the infinite product0 - e -1
 ` ..0, 1.of smooth functions in V : C V . We say u is moderate if it hasT T
the following property: For every compact subset K of V and allT
nonnegative integers j and l, 'N ) 0 s.t.
j l e­ ­ u
yNs O e as e ª 0. .j l ` .­ t ­ x L K
 ` ..0, 1.  .The set of all moderate elements of C V is denoted by E V .T M T
 e .A sequence u s u is called null if for all compact subsets K of V andT
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for all nonnegative integers j and l and for all M ) 0,
j l e­ ­ u
Ms O e as e ª 0. .j l ` .­ t ­ x L K
 .The set of all null elements is denoted by N V . It is easy to see thatT
 .E V is an algebra with partial derivatives, the operations being definedM T
 .pointwise, and N V is an ideal which is closed under differentiation.T
The quotient space, denoted by
E V .M T
G V s , .T N V .T
is an algebra with partial derivatives, the operations being defined on
 .representatives. G V is called the algebra of generalized functions. TwoT
 . elements u and ¨ in G V are said to be associated, if for some andT
.  e .  e .hence all representative sequences u and ¨ of u and ¨ ,0 - e -1 0 - e -1
we have u y ¨ ª 0 in the sense of distributions in V as e ª 0 and ise e T
denoted by u f ¨ . We emphasize that this notion is different from the
 .  .notion of equality in G V , which means that u y ¨ g N V , or inT T
other words,
j l e e­ ­ u y ¨ .
Ms O e as e ª 0 .j l ` .­ t ­ L K
for all M, for j, l nonnegative integers, and for all compact sets K ; V .T
2. EXISTENCE OF SMOOTH GLOBAL SOLUTION FOR
THE VISCOUS SYSTEM
 .In this section we consider the system 0.3 with e s e s e , i.e.,1 2
­ ue ­ ue ­s e ­ 2 ue
eq u y s e ,2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
­s e ­s e ­ ue ­ 2s e
e 2q u y k s e , 2.1 .2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
in y` - x - `, t ) 0, with initial conditions
ue x , 0 s u x , s e x , 0 s s x . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .0 0
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We assume
`
X1 1H ¨ x , u x g H R and ¨ x dx - ` and .  .  .  .  .H0 0 0
y`
`




 .  e e .i For each T ) 0, there exists a unique weak solution u , s in
1 .  .  .  .  .  .H V for 2.1 and 2.2 , if ¨ x and u x satisfy hypothesis H .T 0 0
 .  .  .  1.ii Let ¨ x and u x g S R be the space of Schwartz functions0 0
 e e .  .  .and 0 - e F 1. Let u , s be the solution of 2.1 and 2.2 . Then, gi¨ en l
and j nonnegati¨ e integers, ' constant C and positi¨ e integers N and pT 0 0
such that
l j l j­ ­ C ­ ­ CT Te esup u x , t F , sup s x , t F , 2.3 .  .  .l j N l j N0 0­ t ­ x e ­ t ­ x eV VT T
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 1where C depends polynomially on u , ¨ for 0 F p F p , u ,H H LT 0 0 0 0
5 5 1 5 5 5 5¨ , u , ¨ , and T. Here N and p depend only on l and j.L BV BV0 0 0 0 0
The proof of this theorem is broken up into lemmas. For brevity of
notation we often suppress the dependence of e and write s , u, w, and ¨
e e e e  .for s , u , w , and ¨ . First we write 2.1 in a convenient form. Let
 .¨ s s y ku and w s s q ku, where k ) 0 is the constant given in 0.1 .
 .Then, 2.1 can be written as
w y ¨
¨ q q k ¨ s e ¨ ,t x x x /2k
w y ¨
w q y k w s e w . 2.4 .t x x x /2k
 .The initial conditions 2.2 become
¨ x , 0 s ¨ x s s y ku ; w x , 0 s w x s s q ku . 2.5 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1.Since ¨ and w are in H R , they are continuous bounded functions on0 0
1  .R . To prove part i of Theorem 2.1, in a standard way, we define a
  .  ..sequence of functions ¨ x, t , w x, t , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , iteratively,n n
¨ x , t , w x , t s ¨ x , w x , .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0
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  .  ..and for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , let ¨ x, t , w x, t be defined by the solution ofn n
linear problems
­ ¨ w y ¨ ­ ¨ ­ 2 ¨n ny1 ny1 n nq q k s e ,2 /­ t 2k ­ x ­ x
­ w w y ¨ ­ w ­ 2 wn ny1 ny1 n nq y k s e , 2.6 . n2 /­ t 2k ­ x ­ x
with initial conditions
¨ x , 0 s ¨ x , w x , 0 s w x . 2.7 .  .  .  .  . nn 0 n 0
 .  .  1.First we assume ¨ x and w x are in S R . By linear theory, there0 0
`  .  .  . w xexists a unique C solution ¨ , w to 2.6 and 2.7 ; see Friedman 10 .1 1 1 1
< <Further, the solution and its derivatives decay to zero as x ª `. More-
over by maximum principle,
` 1 ` 15 5 5 5sup ¨ x , t s ¨ , sup w x , t s w . .  .L R . L R .1 0 1 0
V VT T
`  .  .  .Iteratively, we get a unique C solution ¨ , w of the problem 2.6 ] 2.7n n n n
< <such that they and their derivatives decay to zero as x ª `. Further
` 1 ` 15 5 5 5sup ¨ x , t s ¨ , sup w x , t s w . 2.8 .  .  .L R . L R .n 0 n 0
V VT T
Denote
w x , t y ¨ x , t .  .n n x , t .l s q k and1n 2k
w x , t y ¨ x , t .  .n n x , t .l s y k . 2.9 .2 n 2k
 .By 2.8 , we have that there exists a constant l G 1 such that
sup l x , t F l for i s 1, 2 and n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2.10 .  .in
VT
With these we shall prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1
5 5 1 5 5 1 1¨ , w F C e , l, T ¨ w . 2.11 .  .  .  .H D . H R .n n 0 0T
 1.Proof. First we take ¨ and w in S R . Multiplying the first equation0 0
 .  .of 2.6 by ¨ and the second equation of 2.6 by w , integrating w.r.t. x,n n n
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integrating parts, and adding we get
`1 d
2 2¨ x , t q w x , t dx .  . .H n n2 dt y`
2 2
` `­ ¨ x , t ­ w x , t .  .n ns ye dx q dxH H /  /­ x ­ xy` y`
` ­ ¨ x , t .ny l x , t ¨ x , t dx .  .H 1ny1 n ­ xy`
` ­ w x , t .ny l x , t w x , t dx. 2.12 .  .  .H 2 ny1 n­ xy`
 .Now using 2.10 and Schwarz inequality we get,
` ­ ¨ x , t .n
l x , t ¨ x , t dx .  .H 1ny1 n­ xy`
­ ¨n
2 15 5F l ¨ L R .n2 1 .­ x L R
2 2e ­ ¨ ln 2
2 15 5F q ¨ . 2.13 .L R .n2 1 .2 ­ x 2eL R
Similarly,
` ­ w x , t .n
l x , t w x , t dx .  .H 2 ny1 n­ xy`
­ wn
2 15 5F l w L R .n2 1 .­ x L R
2 2e ­ w ln 2
2 15 5F q w . 2.14 .L R .n2 1 .2 ­ x 2eL R
 .  .  .Using 2.13 and 2.14 in 2.12 we get
d 2 2
2 1 2 15 5 5 5¨ t q w t .  .L R . L R .n ndt
2 2
­ ¨ t ­ w t .  .n nq e q
2 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
2l 2 1
2 1 2 15 5 5 5F ¨ t q w t . 2.15 .  .  .L R . L R .n ne
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 .It follows from 2.15 that
2d l2 2 2 2
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5¨ t q ¨ t F ¨ t q w t .  .  .  .L R . L R . L R . L R .n n n ndt e
and integrating this we get
22 2 2 2l re . t2 1 2 1 2 1 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5¨ t q w t F e ¨ q w . .  .L R . L R . L R . L R .n n 0 0
 .Substituting this in the RHS of 2.15 and integrating from 0 to t we get
2 2
­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n n2 2
2 1 2 15 5 5 5¨ t q w t q e q ds .  .L R . L R . Hn n 2 1 2 1 / .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
2l t 22 2 l re . s.2 1 2 15 5 5 5F u q w 1 q e ds . .L R . L R . H0 0 e 0
After integration we have
5 5 2 12 5 5 2 12¨ t q w t .  .L R . L R .n n
2 2
­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n nq e q dsH
2 1 2 1 / .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
5 5 2 12 5 5 2 12 l
2 t .re .F ¨ q w e . 2.16 . .L R . L R .0 0
 .Now differentiating 2.6 w.r.t. x, multiplying the resulting equations by ¨n x
and w , integrating by parts, and adding we getx
2 2
`1 d ­ ¨ x , t ­ w x , t .  .n nq dxH  /  /2 dt ­ x ­ xy`
2 22 2




2­ ¨ ­ ¨ x , t ­ w ­ w x , t .  .n n n ns l dx q l dx.H H1ny1 2 ny12 2­ x ­ x­ x ­ xy` `
Repeating the same argument as before, we get
2 2
­ ¨ t ­ w t .  .n nq
2 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
22 2­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t tn nq e ds q dsH H2 22 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0 0
2 2d¨ dw2 0 0l re . tF e q . 2.17 .
2 1 2 1 .  .dx dxL R L R
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5 5 2 12 5 5 2 12Now to estimate ­ ¨ r­ t q ­ w r­ t , we note thatL R . L R .n n
22 22­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ ¨n n n2 2s e q l x , t .1ny12 /  / /­ t ­ x­ x
­ ¨ ­ 2 ¨n ny 2el x , t , .1ny1 2­ x ­ x
22 22­ w ­ w ­ wn n n2 2s e q l x , t .2 ny12 /  / /­ t ­ x­ x
­ w ­ 2 wn ny 2el x , t ? . .2 ny1 2­ x ­ x
Now using, the estimates
2 22 2­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ ¨n n n n2 22el x , t F e q l , .1n 2 2 2 / /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
2 22 2­ w ­ w ­ w ­ wn n n n2 22el x , t F e q l .2 n 2 2 2 / /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
in the above equations and adding the resulting expressions and integrat-
ing, we get
2 2
­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n nq dsH
2 1 2 1 .  .­ s ­ sL R L R0
2 2­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n n2F 2e q dsH 2 22 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
2 2
­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n2q 2l ds. 2.18 .H
2 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
 .  .Now using 2.17 in 2.18 we get
2 2
­ ¨ s ­ w s .  .t n nq dsH
2 1 2 1 .  .­ s ­ sL R L R0
2 2d¨ dw2 0 0l e . t 2F 2 e e q l q . 2.19 .  .
2 1 2 1 .  .dx dxL R L R
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 .  .  .Hence from 2.16 , 2.17 , and 2.19 we have, for each T ) 0,
e22 2l re .T 21 1 15 5 5 5¨ , w F 2 e q e q l ¨ , w . .  .H D . H R .n n 0 0T 2l
 1. 1 1.  .Since S R is dense in H R it follows that 2.11 is true for ¨ , and w0 0
1 1.are in H R . The proof of the lemma is complete.
 .  .In the next lemma we prove that the map ¨ , w ª ¨ , w is any1 ny1 n n
` 1 w x. 5 5 `contraction map in L R = 0, T , where T depends only on ¨ ,L0 0 0
5 5 ` ` < X  . < ` < X  . <w , H ¨ x dx, H w x dx, and e .L0 y` 0 y` 0
LEMMA 2.2.
 .i For n G 1 and t G 0,
` `­ ¨ x , t .n Xdx F ¨ x dx , .H H 0­ xy` y`
` `­ w x , t .n Xdx F w x dx. 2.20 .  .H H 10­ xy` y`
 .ii For n s 2, 3, . . . ,
5 5 `¨ y ¨ , w y w . L D .n ny1 n ny1 T 0
1
`5 5F ¨ y ¨ , w y w 2.20 .  .L D . 2ny1 ny2 ny1 ny22 T 0
for T s 1r9C 2, where0
X X`2l q 1r2k H ¨ x dx q H w x dx .  .  . .y` 0 0
C s .1r2
pe .
 . w xProof. To prove i we make use of an idea of Oleinik 13 to write
` ­ ¨ x , t ­ ¨ x , t .  . .y tn ni iq1dx s y1 dx , 2.21 .  .H H
­ x ­ x .y` y tii
  . 4  .where y t : i s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . are the points x for fixed t , wherei
 . .­ ¨ r­ x x, t changes sign. We choose the ordering of the index suchn
  .  ..  . .  .that on the interval y t , y t , ­ ¨ r­ x x, t ) 0. Now from 2.21 we0 1 n
get
`d ­ ¨ ­ ­ ¨ x , t . .y tn ni iq1x , t dx s y1 dx 2.22 .  .  .H H  /dt ­ x ­ t ­ x .y` y tii
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 .  . .  .because ­ ¨ r­ x y t , t s 0. Differentiating the first equation of 2.6n i n
w.r.t. x we get
­ ­ ¨ ­ ­ ¨ ­ 2 ­ ¨n n nq l x , t s e . .1ny1 2 /  /  /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x­ x
 . iNow multiplying this equation by y1 and then integrating from y toi
 . .  .  .y w.r.t. x and using ­ ¨ r­ x x, t s 0 at x s y t and y t we getiq1 n i iq1
y ­ ­ ¨iq1 niy1 x , t dx .  .H
­ t ­ xyi
­ ­ ¨nis e y1 y t , t .  . .iq1  /­ x ­ x
­ ­ ¨niq1q y1 y t , t . 2.23 .  .  . .i 5 /­ x ­ x
 4   ..By the choice of the ordering of the indices of y , ­ ¨ x, t r­ x isi
  .  ..   .  ..positive on y t , y t and negative on y t , y t if i is an oddiy1 i i iq1
  ..  .integer. Thus ­ ¨ x, t r­ x is nonincreasing at x s y t . In other wordsi
 2 2 .  . .­ ¨r­ x y t , t F 0 if i is an odd integer. By a similar reasoni
 2   . .. 2­ ¨ y t , t r­ x G 0 if i is an even integer. Hence each of the terms oni
 .  .the RHS of 2.23 is nonpositive. This implies that the RHS of 2.22 is
nonpositive. In other words,
`d ­ ¨n
x , t dx F 0. .Hdt ­ xy`
Integrating this we get
` `­ ¨ dn
x , t dx F ¨ x dx. .  .H H 0­ x dxy` y`
The proof for w is similar.n
 .  .  .To prove ii , first we note from 2.6 and 2.7 that ¨ satisfies then n n
integral equation
2
`1 y x y y .
¨ x , t s exp ¨ y dy .  .Hn 01r2  /4 tey`4p te .
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . . /t
yHH 1r2
0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
­ ¨n
l y , s dy ds .1ny1 ­ y
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and hence, for n G 2,
¨ x , t y ¨ x , t .  .n ny1
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . . /t
s yHH 1r2
0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
­ ­
l y , s ¨ y , s y l y , s ¨ y , s dy ds. .  .  .  .1ny1 n 1ny2 ny1­ y ­ y
Now
­ ¨ ­ ¨n ny1
l y l1ny1 1ny2­ x ­ x
w y ¨ ­ ¨ ­ ¨ny1 ny1 n ny1s q k y /  /2k ­ x ­ x
w y w ¨ y ¨ ­ ¨ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1q y /2k 2k ­ x
and hence
¨ x , t y ¨ x , t s A q B , 2.24 .  .  .n ny1
where
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . . /t
A x , t s y . HH 1r20 y` 4p t y s e .
=
w y ¨ ­ ¨ y ¨ .ny1 ny1 n ny1q k dy ds / 52k ­ y
2.25 .
and
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . . /t
B x , t s y . HH 1r2
0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
w y w ¨ y ¨ ­ ¨ .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1y dy ds. 2.26 . /2k 2k ­ y
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Integrating by parts w.r.t. x, we get
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . ­ . /t
A x , t s . HH 1r2 ­ y0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
w y ¨ny1 ny1 ¨ y ¨ y , s dy ds .  .n ny1 /2k
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . x y y . . /t
yHH 1r2 2 t y s e .0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
w y ¨ny1 ny1 q k ¨ y ¨ y , s dy ds. .  .n ny1 /2k
< <  .Taking sup ¨ y ¨ outside the integral and using part i of theD n ny1t0
lemma, we get for 0 F t F t F T ,0
`1
X XA x , t F sup ¨ y ¨ ¨ x q w x dx .  .  . .Hn ny1 0 02k y`Dt0
=
dstH 1r2




q l sup ¨ y ¨ dz dsHHn ny1 1r2 1r2p 0 y` t y s e .Dt0
1r2
` `t 10 X XF 2l q ¨ x dx q w x dx .  .H H0 01r2  5 /2k y` y`pe .
= sup ¨ y ¨ . 2.27 .n ny1
Dt0
Here and in what follows, we assume that T F T , where T is given in the0 0
second part of Lemma 2.2.
By a similar argument as above, we get
1r2
`t 10 XB x , t F ¨ x dx ? .  .H 01r2 2ky`pe .
= 5 5 ` 5 5 `w y w q ¨ y ¨ . 2.28 . 4L D . L D .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2t t0 0
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 .  .From 2.24 ] 2.28 , we get for 0 F t F t F T ,0
¨ x , t y ¨ x , t .  .n ny1
1r2
` `t 10 X XF 2l q ¨ x dx q w x dx .  .H H0 01r2  5 /2k y` y`pe .
=5 5 `¨ y ¨ L D .n ny1 t0
1r2
`t 10 Xq ¨ x dx .H 01r2  /2k y`pe .
= 5 5 ` 5 5 `w y w q ¨ y ¨ . 2.29 . 4L D . L D .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2t t0 0
Similarly we get for 0 F t F t F T ,0
w x , t y w x , t .  .n ny1
1r2
` `t 10 X XF 2l q ¨ x dx q w x dx .  .H H0 01r2  5 /2k y` y`pe .
=5 5 `w y w L D .n ny1 t0
1r2
`t 10 Xq w x dx .H 01r2 2k y`pe .
= 5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y w . 2.30 . 4L D . L D .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2t t0 0
 .  .Thus we have, from 2.29 and 2.30 ,
5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y wL D . L D .n ny1 n ny1t t0 0
1r2 5 5 ` 5 5 `F t C ¨ y ¨ q w y w 4L D . L D .0 n ny1 n ny1t t0 0
1r2 5 5 ` 5 5 `q Ct ¨ y ¨ q w y w , 2.31 . 4L D . L D .0 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2t t0 0
where
` < X < ` < X <2l q 1r2k H ¨ x dx q H w x dx .  .  . .y` 0 y` 0
C s .1r2
pe .
2  .  .Taking t s T s 1r9C in 2.31 , the estimate 2.20 follows. The proof0 0 2
of Lemma 2.2 is complete
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 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. From the estimate 2.20 it follows that, there2
 .  .exists a continuous function ¨ , w on D s.t. ¨ , w converges uniformlyT n n0
 .  .to ¨ , w on D . In order to prove ¨ , w converges uniformly on DT n n T0
first we consider the relation for T F t F 2T ,0 0
¨ x , t y ¨ x , t .  .n ny1
1
s 1r24p t y T e .0
=
2
` y x y y .
exp ¨ y , T y ¨ y , T dy .  .H n 0 ny1 0 /4 t y T e .y` 0
2exp y x y y r 4 t y T y 5se`  .  . . . /t 0yH H 1r2
T y` 4p t y T y s e .0 0
=
­ ­
l y , s ¨ y , s y l y , s ¨ y , s dy ds, .  .  .  .1ny1 n 1ny2 ny1­ x ­ x
2.32 .
and a similar expression for w y w . Sincen ny1
5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ x , t F ¨ , w x , t F w , .  .L L L Ln 0 n 0
` ­
X¨ x , t dx F ¨ x dx , .  .H Hn 0­ xy`
` ­
Xw x , t dx F w x dx , .  .H Hn 0­ xy`
 .following the same arguments which led to 2.20 we get2
5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y wL D . L D .n ny1 n ny1T , 2T T , 2T0 0 0 0
1
` `5 5 5 5F ¨ y ¨ q w y wL D . L D .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny22 T , 2T T , 2T 00 0 0
3
` 15 5q ¨ x , T y ¨ x , T .  . L R .n 0 ny1 02
` 15 5q w x , T y w x , T , .  . . L R .n 0 ny1 0
 . 4where we used the notation D s x, t : y` - x - `, T F t F 2T .T , 2T 0 00 0
 .Iterating the above inequality and using the estimate 2.20 we get2
5 5 ` 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y wL D , 2T . L D .n ny1 n ny1T 0 T , 2T0 0 0
ny21
` `5 5 5 5F 3 n y 2 ¨ y ¨ q w y w .  . L D . L D .2 1 2 12 T T0 0
ny21
` `5 5 5 5q ¨ y ¨ q w y w . . L D , . L D .2 1 2 12 T 2T T , 2T0 0 0 0
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 .Now using the estimate 2.8 in the above inequality, we get
5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y wL D , 2T . L D , 2T .n ny1 n ny1T 0 T 00 0
ny21
` `5 < 5 5F 8n ¨ q w . 2.33 . . L L0 02
 .It follows from 2.33 , that for n ) m,
5 5 ` 5 5 `¨ y ¨ q w y wL D , 2T . L D , 2T .n m n mT 0 T 00 0
n
jy21
` `5 5 5 5F 8 ¨ q w j , .  .L L0 0 2
jsm
 . 0 .which implies that there exists ¨ , w g C D , 2T such that as n ª `,T 00
 .  .¨ , w ª ¨ , w uniformly on D . This procedure can be repeated an n T , 2T0 0
w x w xfinite number of times, 2T , 3T , 3T , 4T , etc., so that we get finally0 0 0 0
 .  .¨ ,w converges to a continuous function ¨ , w uniformly in D for eachn n T
 .T ) 0 fixed. However, because of the estimate 2.11 , there exists a
 . 1 . 2 .subsequence ¨ , w converges weakly in H D and strongly in L Dnk nk T T
1 .  .  .to function ¨ , w g H D . Since ¨ , w converges uniformly in D toT n n T
1 .  .  .  .¨ , w , ¨ , w s ¨ , w and the whole sequence converges weakly in H DT
2  . 1 . 0 .  .and strongly in L and ¨ , w g H D l C D . Now ¨ , w is a weakT T
solution follows easily by passing to the limit in
2
` ­f w y ¨ ­ ¨ ­ fT ny1 ny1 ny¨ q q k f dx dt s e ¨ dx dt ,H H Hn 2 /­ t 2k ­ x ­ x0 y`
2
` ­f w y ¨ ­ w ­ fT ny1 ny1 nyw q y k f dx dt s e w dx dt.H H Hn 2 /­ t 2k ­ x ­ x0 y`
Also we have, for 0 F t F T ,
2
`1 y x y y .
¨ x , t s exp ¨ y dy .  .H 01r2  /4 tey`4p te .
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . w y ¨ . /t
y q kHH 1r2  /2k0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
­
¨ y , s dy ds, .
­ y
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2
`1 y x y y .
w x , t s exp w y dy .  .H 01r2  /4 tey`4p te .
2exp y x y y r 4 t y s e`  .  . . w y ¨ . /t
y y kHH 1r2  /2k0 y` 4p t y s e .
=
­
w y , s dy ds. 2.34 .  .
­ y
 .By using the same arguments of the proof of estimate 2.20 we can prove2
 .uniqueness for ¨ , w which satisfies the integral equation for a given ¨ 0
1 1.  1.  .and w in H R l BV R . Also in a standard way we can prove ¨ , w0
`  .  1.is C from the integral equation 2.34 , provided ¨ and w are in S R .0 0
 .This fact also follows from the estimate 2.3 that we are going to prove.
 .  e e .  .Next we prove the estimate 2.3 . Let ¨ , w be the solution of 2.1
 .  1.and 2.2 , with ¨ and w in S R , whose existence and uniqueness we0 0
e  . e  .have just shown. First we note that ¨ x, t and w x, t satisfy the
estimates
5 e 5 ` 5 < ` 5 e 5 ` 5 5 `¨ x , t F ¨ , w x , t F w , .  .L L L L0 0
e e
` ` `­ ¨ x , t ­ w x , t .  .
X Xdx F ¨ x dx , F w x dx , .  .H H H0 0­ x ­ xy` y` y`
so that in the original variables ue and ¨ e we have
1
e
` ` `5 5 5 5 5 5u F s q k u , .L L L0 0k
5 e 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5s F s q k u , .L L0 0
e
` `­ u 1
X Xx , t dx F s x dx q k u x dx , .  .  .H H H0 0 /­ x k y` y`
e
`­s
X Xx , t dx F s x dx q k u x dx. 2.35 .  .  .  .H H H0 0­ x y`
 e e .From now on we work with the original unknown variables u , s and
 .hence we consider equations 2.1 . Differentiating the first equation of
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 . j e j2.1 w.r.t. x, j times, multiplying it by ­ u r­ x , and integrating by parts,
we get
2 2j e jq1 e
` `1 d ­ u x , t ­ u x , t .  .
dx q e dxH Hj jq12 dt ­ x ­ xy` y`
`
j e jq1 e­ s x , t ­ u x , t .  .
s y dxH j jq1­ x ­ xy`
`
j e 2 jq1 e1 ­ u x , t ­ u x , t .  .
q dx. 2.36 .H j jq12 ­ x ­ xy`
j 1. ` 1.Now recall the standard calculus inequality: For u, ¨ g H R l L R ,
0 F s F j,
s s s­ u¨ ­ ¨ ­ u .
` 1 ` 15 5 5 5F C u q ¨ ,L R . L R .js s s2 1 2 1 2 1 .­ x ­ x ­ x .  .L R L R L R
where C depends only on j. Using this we get, for 0 F s F j,j
2 2s 2 s
` ­ u ­ u22
`5 5dx F C u . 2.37 .H Ljs s 2 1­ x ­ x  .L Ry`
Here and in what follows, C denotes a constant which depends only on j,j
but need not be the same as the one used before.
 .By Schwarz inequality applied on each of the terms of the RHS of 2.36
 .and then using 2.37 , we get
2 2j e jq1 e
` `1 d ­ u x , t ­ u x , t .  .
dx q e dxH Hj jq12 dt ­ x ­ xy` y`
j e jq1 e­ s x , t ­ u .
F j jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
j e jq1 e­ u t ­ u t .  .
e
`5 5q C u .L D .j T j jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
Using ab F a2er4 q b2re we obtain from above
2 2j e jq1 e
`1 d ­ u t e ­ u t .  .
qH j jq12 1 .2 dt 2­ x ­ xL Ry`
2j e j e1 ­ s t ­ u t .  .22 e
`5 5F q C u .L D .j Tj j2 1 2 1 .  .e ­ x ­ xL R L R
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Integrating this from 0 to t we get
2 2j e jq1­ u t ­ u s .  .t
q e dsHj jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
2j e2 ­ s s .t
F dsH j 2 1 .e ­ x L R0
2 2j e j2 ­ u s ­ u .t 022 e
`5 5q C u ds q . 2.38 .L D .Hj T j j2 1 2 1 .  .e ­ x ­ xL R L R0
From this we have
2 2 2jq1 e j j e­ u s 1 ­ u x 2 ­ s s .  .  .t t0
ds F q dsH Hjq1 j 2 j2 1 2 1 2 1 .  .  .e­ x ­ x e ­ xL R L R L R0 0
2j e2 ­ u s .t22 e
`5 5q C u ds.L D .Hj T2 j 2 1 .e ­ x L R0
Iterating this we get
k2 22jq1 e 2 e jykj
`5 5­ u s 1 2C u ­ u .t L D .j 0Tds F H jq1 2 jyk 2 1 /  .e­ x e ­ x L R0 ks0
k 222 e jyk ej
`5 52 2C u ­ s s .tL D .j Tq  H2 2 jyk 2 1 /  .e e ­ x L R0ks0
jq12 t2 22 e e
` 2 15 5 5 5q C u u s . .L D . H L R .j T2 /e 0
Hence for 0 - e F 1, we have
2jq1 e­ u s .t
dsH jq1 2 1 .­ x L R0
1 j22 e
`5 5F 1 q 2C u L D . /j T2 jq2.e
t t2 2 2
j j 25 5 5 5 5 5= u q 2 s s ds q u s ds . 2.39 .  .  .H H H H L R .0 1
0 0
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 .  .From 2.38 and 2.39 we get
j2 22 ej e `5 51 q 2C u­ u t . L D . /j TFj 2 jq22 1 .­ x eL R
T T2 2 2e e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 5= u q 2 s s ds q u s ds . .  .H H H H L R .0
0 0
2.40 .
By using the inequality
21 df 22 2 15 5sup f x F q f , . L R .
2 1 .2 dx L Rx
 .  jy1 e  .. jy1  .with f x s ­ u x, t r­ x , for each fixed t and using 2.40 with j
and j replaced by j y 1, we get
2jy1 e­ u x , t .
sup jy1­ xVT
j22 e
`5 51 q 2C u L D . /j TF 2 jq2e
T T2 2 2e e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 5= u q 2 s s ds q u s ds . 2.41 .  .  .H H H H L R .0
0 0
 .Differentiating the second equation of 2.1 j times w.r.t. x, multiplying it
with ­ js er­ x j, integrating w.r.t. x, and integrating by parts, we get
2 2j e jq1 e1 d ­ s t ­ s t .  .
q ej jq12 1 2 1 .  .2 dt ­ x ­ xL R L R
­ jue ­ jq1s e ­ jy1 ­ jq1
2 es yk dx q us s dx .H H xj jq1 jy1 jq1­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
j e jq1 e­ u ­ s
2F k j jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
jy1 e e jq1 e­ u s ­ s .xq .jy1 jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R
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As before, we get
2 2j e jq1 ed ­ s t ­ s t .  .
q ej jq12 1 2 1 .  .dt ­ x ­ xL R L R
2 24 j e jy1 e e2k ­ u 2 ­ u s .xF q . 2.42 .j j2 1 2 1 .  .e e­ x ­ xL R L R
Now we recall the calculus inequality,
2 2 2jy1 k jykjy1­ ­s ­ u ­s
2u F C ,jjy1 k / 2 1` 12 1  . .­ x ­ x­ x ­ x L RL R .L R ks0
where C depends only on j.j
 .Using 2.41 in the above inequality, we get, for 0 F t F T ,
2jy1 e e­ u t ­s t .  .
jy1 2 1 .­ x­ x L R
j22 2 e
`5 5C 1 q C u L /j j D .T 2e
j5 5F s t . H2 jq2e
=
T T2 2 2e e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 5u q 2 s s ds q u s ds 2.43 .  .  .H H H H L R .0
0 0
 .for suitable C which depends only on j. Now integrating 2.42 from 0 to tj
 .  .and using 2.39 and 2.43 in the resulting expression we have, for
0 F t F T ,
2 2j e jq1 e­ s t ­ s s .  .t
q e dsHj jq12 1 2 1 .  .­ x ­ xL R L R0
j22 e4 `5 51 q 2C uk L D . /j TF 2 jq2e e
=
T T2 2 2e e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 5u q 2 s s ds q u s ds .  .H H H H L R .0
0 0
j22 e
`5 51 q 2C u L D . /T j T22 e
j5 5q C s s ds .H Hj 2 jq2e0
=
T T2 2 2 2e e




`5 51 q 2C u L D . /j T4 2F k q C q 1 .j 2 jq3e
=
T2 2 2e e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 51 q u q s q u s .H H H L R .0
0
2
T T2 2e e
j j5 5 5 5= 1 q 2 s s q s s ds . 2.44 .  .  .H H H H /0 0
Thus we have, with
j24 2 2 e
`5 5A s k q C q 1 1 q 2C u . L D . /j j T
T2 2 2e
j j 2 15 5 5 5 5 5? 1 q u q s q u s ds , 2.45 .  .H H H L R .0 0 /0
2jq1 e 2­ s s A .T T 2e
j5 5ds F 1 q s s ds , .H H Hjq1 2 jq4­ x e0 0
so that
2AT T2 2e e
jq 1 j5 5 5 5s t F j q 1 1 q s s ds . .  .  .H H H H2 jq4e0 0
From this we get
22 j q 1 .T T2 2e
jq 1 j5 5 5 51 q s s ds F A 1 q s s ds . .  .H H H H2 jq4e0 0
Iterating this we get
T 2e
jq 15 51 q s s ds .H H /0
jq1  .2 jq12 j q 1 A . T 2e 2 15 5F 1 q s s ds . .H L R .2 jq4  / /e 0
Hence
jq1  .2 jq12 j q 1 A .T T2 2e e
jq 1 2 15 5 5 5s s ds F 1 q s s ds . .  . .H H H L R .2 jq4  / /e0 0
2.46 .
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 .  .  .Using 2.46 in 2.40 and 2.44 , we get
2 jq1j e­ u t 4 j q 1 A .  .
Fj 2 jq1. jq2.2 1 .­ x eL R
=
2 .2 jq1
T 2e 2 15 51 q 1 q s s ds , .H L R . /0
2  .2 jq2j e  .4 jq1­ s t 4 j q 1 A .  . T 2e 2 15 5F 1 q s s ds , .H L R .j 4 jq1. jq2.2 1 .­ x eL R 0
2.47 .
 .  .Where A is given by 2.45 . Now the RHS of 2.47 contains
T T2 2e e2 1 2 15 5 5 5u s dx and s s ds. .  .H L R . H L R .
0 0
1 e  . e  .To estimate these we estimate first the L -norm of u x, t and s x, t
w.r.t. x. As in the proof of the first part of Lemma 2.2, we write
`  .y ti iq1e eu x , t dx s y1 u y , t dy , .  .  .H H
 .y` y tii
  . 4 e  .where y t : i s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . . are points x, where u x, t changesi
  .  .. e  .sign. We call the ordering such that on y t , y t , u x, t ) 0. Now as0 1
 .in that proof, we get from the first equation of 2.1 ,
`
e
`d ­s .y ti iq1e eu x , t dx F y1 y , t dy F s x , t dx. .  .  .  .H H H xdt ­ y .y` y t y`ii
 .Similarly from the second equation of 2.1 , we get
`d
e e
`5 5s x , t dx F u x , t .  .H L V .Tdt y`
=
` `
e 2 es x , t dx q k u x , t dx. .  .H Hx x
y` y`
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 .Using the estimates 2.35 in the above inequalities and integrating we get,
0 F t F T ,
` `
eu x , t dx F u x dx .  .H H 0
y` y`
` `T
X Xq s x dx q k u x dx , .  .H H0 0k y` y`
` ` T
e 2
` `5 5 5 5s x , t dx F s x dx q s q k u q k .  .H H L L0 0 0ky` y`
` `
X X= s x dx q k u x dx .  .H H0 0
y` y`
and hence
` 2e e e
e 1 15 5 5 5u x , t dx F u x , t u x , t .  .  .H L L R .
y`
1








` e 15 5 5 5 5 5s x , t dx F s q k u s .H L L L0 0 0y`
T
2
` `5 5 5 5q k q s q k u 4L L0 0 5k
` `
X X= s x dx q k u x dx . 2.49 .  .  .H H0 0
y` y`
 .  .  .Using 2.48 and 2.49 in 2.47 , we get for j s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
2j e 2­ u t C . T
sup F ,j 4 jq1. jq2.2 1 .­ x eL R0FtFT
2j e 2­ s t C . T
sup F , 2.50 .j 4 jq1. jq2.2 1 .­ x eL R0FtFT
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where C is a polynomial of L1 norm, L` norm, BV norm, and H normT j
 .  .of u x and s x and T , whose coefficients depends only on j. Now0 0
using
2 2jy1 e jy1 e
`­ u x , t ­ u x , t .  .
sup F sup dxHjy1 jy1 /  /X ­ x ­ xy`xgR 0FtFT
0FtFT
2j e
` ­ u x , t .
q dxH j /­ xy`
and the same inequality with u replaced by s , we get, for j s 1, 2, . . . ,
jy1 e­ u x , t C . T
sup F ,jy1 2 jq2. jq1.­ x e1xgR
0FtFT
jy1 e­ s x , t C . T
sup F , 2.51 .jy1 2 jq2. jq1.­ x e1xgR
0FtFT
where C is a polynomial of L1 norm, L` norm, BV norm, and H normT j
 .  .of u x and s x and T , whose coefficients depends only on j. This gives0 0
 .the estimate 2.3 for l s 0, j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Now applying the differential
lq j l j  .operator ­ r­ t ­ x on both sides of the equation 2.1 , we get
2lqjq1 e lqjq2 e lqjq1 e lqjq1 e­ u ­ u 1 ­ u ­ s .
s e y q ,lq1 j l jq2 l jq1 l jq12­ t ­ x ­ t ­ x ­ t ­ ­ t ­ x
­ lq jq1s e ­ lq jq2s e ­ lq j ue ­s
e r­ x . ­ lq jq1ue .
2s e y q k . 2.52 .lq1 j l jq2 l j l jq1­ t ­ x ­ t ­ x ­ t ­ x ­ t ­ x
 .When l s 0, the RHS of 2.52 does not contain any t derivatives. Hence
jq1 e j jq1 e j  .  .­ u r­ t ­ x and ­ s r­ t ­ x can be estimated using 2.1 in 2.52 .
 .Thus we get 2.3 when l s 1, j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . When l s 1, the RHS of
 .  .2.52 can be estimated using 2.3 with l s 1 and j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . This
 .gives 2.3 for l s 2, j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Proceeding inductively, we get the
 .estimate 2.3 . The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
 .  .3. GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS FOR 0.1 AND 0.2
In this section we solve the problem
u q uu y s f 0,t x x
s q us y k 2 u f 0, 3.1 .t x x
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with initial conditions
u x , 0 s u , s x , 0 s s . 3.2 .  .  .0 0
 e .  e .  1.We assume u s u and s s s are in G R , the0 0 0 - t F1 0 0 0 - e F1
algebra of the generalized function of Colombeau, and ue and s e satisfy0 0
the estimate, for j s 1, 2, . . . ,
CC 21 j je e
j j5 5 5 5u F , f F ,H H0 0 ml jj ee
e edu x C ds x C .  .0 0F , F ,H Hp pdx e dx e
C C
e eu x dx F , s x dx F , 3.3 .  .  .H H0 0p pe e
for some constants C , C , C and for some integers l , m , p. Here we1 j 2 j j j
 .remark that all tempered distributions can be represented by 3.3 , i.e., for
 1. e  .  e .all T g S R there exists u satisfying 3.3 with u f T. With these0 0
assumptions, we shall prove the following theorem.
 .  e e .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let u, s s u , s be the solution of 2.1 and0 - e -1
 .  .  e e .  .  .2.2 with initial data u , s s u , s . Then u, s g G V for each0 0 0 0 T
 .  .fixed T ) 0 and is a solution of 3.1 and 3.2 as e ª 0.
 .  .  .Proof. From the assumptions 3.3 on u , s and the estimate 2.30 0
 .and the fact that the constant C appearing in 2.3 depends polynomially
1 `  e e .on H norms, L norms, L norms, and BV norms of initial data u , s ,j 0 0
 .  .  .  .we easily get u, s g G V . Now to show that u, s satisfy 3.1 weT
note that
ue q ueue y s e f dx dt s e f ue dx dt , .HH HHt x x x x
s e q ues e y k 2 ue f dx dt s e f s e dx dt , .HH HHt x x x x
 . ` 1  ..for any f x, t g C R = 0, T . Now the RHS of the above equations0
goes to zero as e ª 0, since ue and s e are bounded. The proof of the
theorem is complete.
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